Keeping Gemini Ticking:
Engineering Technology at Gemini

&

The more you understand about what makes an astronomical observatory like Gemini “tick,” the more you appreciate having a top-notch engineering team behind the science. From attending to the nuts and bolts that make up the
observatory’s physical structures, to the more virtual elements like software packages, Gemini’s engineering team is as
important as clear, dry, photometric skies when it comes to running a successful observatory.
Supporting Gemini is a constant battle with entropy (maintenance). Although this function may not seem as glamorous as finding planets around other stars, the latter couldn’t happen without the former. Like an athlete’s seemingly
effortless performance, a common theme among Gemini engineers is that their hard work shouldn’t be noticed — a
smoothly operating and integrated telescope system is the main goal. However, when one looks back at the past decade
at Gemini, the engineering group has made uncountable contributions that go far beyond what has become the assumption of a smoothly operating telescope. This article highlights a few of the most significant milestones and how
they impact the present and future of our twin telescopes.
First, Some Philosophy...
Applying Gemini’s “Two Telescopes, One Observatory” approach is more than just words within Gemini’s engineering group, it’s a philosophy that fosters success. Even before Gemini began science operations, engineers from both
the north and south broke down any possible geographical and cultural barriers, as well as personal boundaries as staff
“commuted” between Chile and Hawai‘i. “The very first time my family traveled to another country was to Hawai‘i,”
says Gemini’s Associate Director of Engineering/Chief Engineer Gustavo Arriagada. “When I became a Gemini employee, the conditions of the contract specified a relocation to Hawai‘i for two years to work on the construction of the
Gemini North telescope. Since then, I have traveled between the two sites at least four times per year.”
This attitude toward, and strong connection between, the two telescopes, established early on among the engineering
groups, survives to this day in the standardization of processes, reports, change/version controls, planning, and configurations between Gemini North and South. This mindset is nowhere more obvious than in the relationship between
engineers and the instrumentation group, where the integration of complex systems must meld seamlessly into, and
onto, the telescopes. From software to an instrument’s mass distribution, a “systems engineering” approach permeates
both Gemini sites, bringing corporate-style efficiency and attitude for success to every project. “When I became chief
engineer,” says Arriagada, “one of the highest priorities in my five-year plan was to assemble a strong systems engineering group focused on supporting and promoting the best engineering practices with a clear emphasis on a corporate
approach.”
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Figure 1: Claudio Araya (background),
and Hector Figueroa (foreground) apply
absorbent tissues during the stripping
process of the Gemini South mirror. The
recoating of a Gemini primary mirror
requires about 11,000 person-hours
in preparations and over 3,000 for the
actual coating process.

How to Engineer a Silver Lining
Very early in the planning stages, Gemini set one of its most ambitious goals: to contribute to Gemini’s exceptional
infrared performance by developing an on-site facility to coat the Gemini mirrors with protective silver. Its characteristics in the infrared make silver the obvious choice for an infrared-optimized telescope. While most of the work for
both Gemini coating chambers was contracted for “turnkey” delivery, the reality was that the engineering/optics groups
spent countless hours reconfiguring and even redesigning the system to work as planned. Furthermore, much testing
remained on the best formula for a multi-layer sputtered coating that could survive the harsh mountain environment.
With much of the work completed by 2004, a silver coating was applied to the Gemini South mirror in May 2004,
followed in November by the same process at Gemini North. In the end, the coatings met or exceeded the stringent
reflection and emissivity specifications set by Gemini’s early visionaries. Perhaps even more remarkable, over the years,
the coatings have significantly outlasted the original lifetime prediction of two years.
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Figure 2: (above left), Gemini North

“Initially there was a lot of doubt that we could produce a protected silver coating that would maintain its optical

during propagation of the laser guide star

reflectivity while sustaining low thermal emissivity over several years,” says Gemini’s Optical Group Leader Maxime

sodium laser with a backdrop of the sum-

Boccas. “Looking back over the past decade, we can be proud of what the optics and engineering groups have achieved.

mer Milky Way. The glow of Hilo is to the

It’s a real accomplishment for thin-film and astronomical communities!”

left and evening twilight to the right.

Emissivity, or the amount of thermal radiation emitted by the surface of a telescope’s mirror, is a bane to ground-based,
Figure 3: (above right), Composite AltairLGS NIRI (H- and K-bands) and HST
WFPC2 (V- and I-bands) of Arp 299.

mid-infrared astronomy. Gemini’s goal to bring the total telescope system’s emissivity to unheard of levels (below four
percent) was once considered very ambitious. Today, emissivity levels are routinely measured at about four percent
throughout most of a silver coating’s life on the Gemini mirrors.

The field-of-view is almost
50 arcseconds across.
.

To maintain a coating’s high performance, Gemini’s engineers perform a weekly carbon-dioxide “snow” cleaning to
remove any accumulated dust. In addition, a unique in-situ wash provides a thorough liquid cleaning about every six
months.
The Gemini coating process has proven so successful that it has recently been used (for the second time) on the aluminum coating of the SOAR mirror at Cerro Pachón (see article on page 98 of this issue). Gemini’s process has also
resulted in numerous scientific papers, conference presentations, and interest by other observatories desiring optimal
mid-infrared performance.
Laser Guide Stars
The release of Gemini’s first data set—adaptive-optics (AO) images of the Galactic Center of the Milky Way (see page
6)—heralded the use of AO technology at Gemini. Adaptive optics significantly reduces atmospheric blurring of images, and is an established mainstay in much of Gemini’s science. However, due to the limited number of natural guide
stars close enough to astronomical targets that are bright enough to adequately sample turbulence in the atmosphere,
laser guide stars (LGSs) are now also a staple of 8- to 10-meter-class telescopes.
Mounting and propagating a 10+-watt sodium laser is not a trivial matter. First, there is the issue of mounting the laser
on a stable platform within a stable enclosure. In the case of Gemini North, the laser is about the size and mass of an
upright piano; the more powerful 50-watt laser recently delivered to Gemini South is described in an article starting on
page 93 of this issue). Then, the laser’s light must be directed through relay optics from the side of the telescope to the
laser launch telescope (LLT) behind the secondary mirror.
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Figure 4: (above left), Gemini North
instrument cluster.
Figure 5: (above right), Gemini South
instrument cluster.

The LLT is also a large installation. Its job is to propagate the laser’s light into the sky, while precisely tweaking its
direction so that the laser light “anticipates” how the atmosphere will shift its position in the sky. These shifts are
called “tip-tilt,” and this can be sampled with a nearby star that can be relatively dim compared to the star required
for higher-order AO corrections. When the laser light reaches an altitude of about 90 kilometers, it excites naturally
occurring sodium atoms (deposited by meteors when they burn up in the upper atmosphere) and causes them to glow,
producing a point source of light. This laser guide star is then used by the AO system to sample atmospheric turbulence, or wavefront distortions to light, so that a rapidly deforming mirror can “unbend” the starlight and deliver very
high-resolution near-infrared images to the instrument’s focus.
However, that’s only the tip of the LGS technical/logistical iceberg. In order to propagate a laser into the night sky,
military and aircraft control agencies must be notified in advance. A system (or people) must also be in place, to track
and shut down the laser in the unlikely event that an aircraft were to fly into its beam (to date, this has never even
come close to happening). Add to this the significant level of technical maintenance required of even the Gemini solidstate laser, and you begin to appreciate the magnitude of the engineering effort needed to make the system work. But
it does, and because of this Gemini can provide users with near-diffraction-limited images in the near-infrared over a
significant fraction of the sky, and produce data like that seen in figure 3.
Supporting the Queue
Possibly the most concentrated collection of technology of any telescope in the world is situated at the Cassegrain focus
of both Gemini telescopes (see figures 4 & 5). Here, clustered on the instrument support structure (ISS), is about ten
tons of instrumentation, along with instrument “switching” optics, cryogenics, fiber optics, power cables, and heat
transfer lines. To compound to the complexity, all of this must turn to compensate for field rotation as the telescope
tracks on the sky.
For the most efficient operation of the queue (see page 48) it is critical that most or all of the instruments mounted
on the ISS are aggressively maintained and operational for nighttime use. According to Bernadette Rodgers, head of
science operations at Gemini South, “The high rate of completion of queue programs at Gemini depends critically on
our ability to switch between instruments rapidly and efficiently during the night. Being able to change instruments in
the time it takes to slew to a target—in response to changing weather conditions, program priority, or a sudden Target
of Opportunity trigger—is essential to the efficiency and productivity of the queue.”
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Figure 6: (above left), Schematic of Nod
& Shuffle for a single slit. When the
telescope is in the “object” position, CCD
area “A” records a spectrum. The “sky”
position records the nodded spectrum (in
this case the telescope has been nodded a
few arcseconds along the slit direction).
The area “B” is non-illuminated by the
mask and serves as a storage area for the
spectrum for subsequent extraction.

Figure 7: (above right), Illustration of
masks with different shuffle distances. The
top row shows the input masks, and the
bottom row shows the resulting shuffled
object-sky spectra. The black spectra correspond to image A in Figure 6, and the
light grey spectra correspond to image B
in the same figure; (a) a mask where the
shuffle is only a few pixels, and the sky is
stored below the object – appropriate for
extended, relatively low-source-density
regions. (b) a mask where the shuffle is
large, appropriate for cases with compact
regions of high-source density, and (c)
an intermediate case. This compromise
has the advantage of allowing a highdensity extended field to be tacked while
minimizing the number of object-storage
interfaces where it is necessary to leave
gaps. Note that in reality the area we
have shown as a single “detector” is three
CCDs (in GMOS, these are arranged left
to right).

Nod & Shuffle
One of the early milestones that propelled Gemini to the forefront of deep optical spectroscopy is the successful removal of interference from natural light emitted by the sky. Gemini accomplished this by employing a technique called
Nod & Shuffle (N & S). The idea is to alternately collect light from an astronomical target’s spectrum and then collect
some from an adjacent empty part of the sky so the sky’s naturally occurring luminescent glow can be subtracted out.
Meanwhile, the charge accumulated by the light-sensitive CCD shuffles to an adjacent storage area to accommodate
the transaction (see Figures 6 & 7).
The integration of N & S at Gemini demonstrates the close collaboration between the engineering and science groups.
Advanced, unique capabilities like N & S require a wide range of disciplines to be successfully integrated into all of
the observatory’s opto-mechanical and software systems. The resulting application of this technique is described in the
article on page 40 of this issue, which features the extremely successful Gemini Deep Deep Survey. Although other
smaller telescopes (including the 6.5-meter Magellan telescopes) offer this capability, Gemini is still (as of April 2010)
the only 8- to 10-meter-class telescope to make it available to our users.
Observatory Software Systems and User Software
The software developers are often the “unsung heros” of any observatory. They create the virtual glue that literally binds
all of our facility’s technologies into one coherent system. Like many of our engineering efforts, software development
has been underway at Gemini since even before the first shovel broke ground on Mauna Kea’s cinder-covered surface.
Over the years, the observatory’s telescopes, enclosures, instrument controls, safety interlocks, data pipelines, queue
planning tool, and even the semi-automated observing log have the software group’s collective fingerprints all over
them. This team’s accomplishments are often so transparent that they are embedded in our institutional subconsciousness. But, each sunset, when the night crew arrives and starts another night of observing, the observatory’s operation
and efficiency depend on these millions of lines of code all working together seamlessly.
To accomplish this, close coordination between the users (system support associates (SSAs) and scientists) and the
software developers is essential. When our users see the software face of Gemini, it is usually with the Phase I and II
Observing Tools. Prompted by Gemini’s queue scheduling model, creating a way for users to define a program to the
specificity needed to execute the observation accurately presents a unique challenge. The Gemini solution has provided
our broader observatory community with a framework that has proven to be extremely useful and has been adopted
and improved repeatedly at other facilities.
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Figure 8: Participants from the Earth-

The next point at which users rely on Gemini software again is in the data-processing tools for such tasks as reducing

quake Readiness Workshop held in Chile

Nod & Shuffle data, creating datacubes from integral field unit (IFU) observations and simply calibrating with flat

in early December of 2007.

fields. Traditionally, this has been done using the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) where the Gemini
package now contains over 200 individual scripts. Porting these over to a Python-based package called PyRAF is
already underway at Gemini.
Moving into the next epoch of software at Gemini will bring a continued emphasis on remote and automated operations and data processing. As has always been the case, Gemini will do this with healthy critical input from our users so
that Gemini data, from start to finish is easy to use and work with.
Natural Disaster and Emergency Preparedness
On the morning of October 15, 2006, Gemini North (and much of Hawai‘i) was jolted into awareness of our vulnerability to Earth’s natural forces when a magnitude 6.7 earthquake struck the Big Island. This was the first time that
either Gemini telescope suffered appreciable damage due to an act of nature, and it made all of the observatories on
Mauna Kea (and around the world) reconsider how prepared astronomers are for events like this.
Immediately after the earthquake, Gemini began a major effort to assess the damage and move the Gemini North
telescope back into full operations as quickly as possible. In the end, the observatory lost 26 nights before the telescope
was back on the sky doing science. The real, long-term impact of this event was to raise awareness of the risks of natural
disasters to our facilities and to increase preparations so that when events of this magnitude (or greater) occur, we will
be even better prepared and subsequent recovery efforts will be easier. The February 2010 major earthquake in Chile
(and the continuing aftershocks) reminded us again of how vulnerable both facilities are to such natural disasters
although this one had little effect on Gemini South.
To address this issue, the Gemini engineering group played an instrumental role in organizing a special March 2007
workshop that engaged all of the Mauna Kea observatories. During the meeting, we identified areas of weakness such
as electrical grid access, as well as areas where common planning, communications, and support are appropriate (see
article in June 2007 issue of GeminiFocus pages 49-51). In addition to this meeting, a Chilean version called the Earthquake Readiness Workshop was held in December of the same year (see Figure 8). It brought together representatives
from most of the existing and planned observatory facilities in Chile (see article in the June 2008 issue of GeminiFocus
pages 49-51). Both of these meetings were organized by Gemini and will leave a legacy for the engineering of complex
instrumentation in seismically active regions.
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